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NatiOhal_EValuation Systems, Inc., has_prepared for distribution by the
Georgia DepartMent of Education theset of content objectives found in
thiS Study Guide. These objectives have been verified as important
content requirements for initial certification. Not,all of the listed
objectives haVe had test items written for theM. _The_selected ob-
jectives haVe not been identified. All objectives which appear here
are certification requirements and a sampling of them will be tested.

When the project=to develop the Georgia Teacher Certification Tests
(TCT) was begun in November 1976, an Ad Hoc Committee composed of
Georgia educators was appointed to work with NES on.each TCT. The

function of these Ad Hoc Committees was to review all NES-generated
materials with a goal of making the materials more reflective of.
Georgia education needs. The first step in the test development pro
cess was that of content domain specification-. Edbcators identified
all content knowledge that an applicant would need to know.to_fUnction
e-:-fectively in a Georgia school. This content was further defined
into content objectives; WhiCh were sent to Currently practicihg _

}Georgia educators for verificatim These educators provjded_attUal
tratings of the 1'job -relatedness_Of the cpntent_objectives. At that
point, it was-possible-to identify, from the_original domain speci-
fication; the extent of OSSOntiality_of_specific content skills for
successful performance on the job. Test_items were written for the
most essential 'objectives Which spanned the content of the field.

The purpose of providing objectives is to;explictly define the content
required Of an applicant for certification in this field. Further,
the_ttatement of these objectivesishoUld assist in preparing for the
criteri.ati4reference content knowledge test.' We encourage applicants
to study these materials, which will enhance their understanding of

theoontent field and alleviateaunnecessary concerns about the
nature.of the Georgia Teacher Cerntik:fication Tests.

ti

Along with these materials go hopes for a rewarding career iii.edUcation.

If you have questions or desire further information,
contact:

PerfOrmance4Ased Certification
Division of Staff__ Development
1858 Twin_Toweri East
Atlanta,_ Georgia 30334
(404) 656=2556

Georgia Department of Education

Charlet McDaniel, State Superintendent _of Schools



Study Guide for TET in Sti'enCe

Georgia Teacher, ,Certificatien TeSting Program

Field 06: Science

The suggested references .eiate to the subareas,. of the Georgia

Teacher Certification Test in 3tience cnd should prove to be quite

useful in helping you to prepare for the test, The referenceS are

general in nature but do addresS the specific concepts and the pub=

lished content objectives of the test If you need help to master
.

certain concepts, you may consult various references under the subject,

area as well as other related -material in the public libraries;

college/uniVerSity media centers; and area college/university libraries.

There are many other excellent,reference books which have not been

liSted due to limited space.

Another way to prepare fbr each of these subareas would be to

_ _

enroll in college, level courses. This .could be done on an audit

basis or for credit:

The Science Test was developed by the National EValuation

Systems;Inc; and science educators in the State of Georgia. A

number of science educators volunteered their time b0 develop the

enclosed 'ist of references keyed tolthe subareas to promote assist-,

ance to examinees in their preparation for the Science Test.
-J



GEORGIA TEACHER CERTIFICATION TESTING

FIELD 06: SCIENCE

CONTENT OBJECTIVES

I SCIENTIFIC PROCESSES

Given a research topic,' identify
sources and uses of appropriate
information_

Use conventional systems and terms
fOr_labeling; naming,:numbering, or
coding phenomena.

Identify accurate uses of a
variety Of forms for recording
observational or experimental
date (e.g., graphs, tables; check ,

lists, notes, etc.).

Classify phenomena using a variety
of criteria.

Identify appropriate sequential
representations of experimental
or observational data using time
lines, line graphs, etc;

Identify accurate uses of termsi
symbols, illustrations, or models
to represent data.

Abstract_and/Or summarize required
information from experimental or

',observational data.

Decode information from graphic
representations such as maps,
graphs, charts, etc.

Given a set of data; identify
reasonable inferences, interpola-
tions,-and extrapolations. ,

Select and use tests and criteria
appropriate to the_subject and
purposes of analysis.

Relate principles, definitions,
or concepts to accurate examples
or analcgies.

2

PROGRAM,

Compare experimental or observational
data from different'sources.

Derive new information from a re-
organizatin of data.

Evaluate experimental or observational
data in terms of specified criteria.

Given experimental .or Observational
data, identify reasonable generalizations.

Estimate measurements of various
properties (e.g., length, mass, volume,
area, etc). _ ;

Select appropriate units and instruments
for measuring properties_(e.g., length,
area, mass, energy, etc.).

Measee various properties ( e.g., length,
area, mass,_ energy, etc.);..

Measure mass, length; time,., and volume,
and identify appropriate units' for each
measurement.

Identify equipment needed :o perform
a specified task.

Identify the properties exhibited by
a given scientific model.,

Construct'a graph from given information.

Analyze trends and identify and compare
data included in various graphs

Solve problemt involving simple linear
equations.

Use exponential notation to express
numbers.

Identify size, significance, and effect
of experimental error on a given experiment.



REFERENCES

I. SCIENTIFIC PROCESSES

Essen ial Vrathematics_for General Chemistry. Osburn, John

Wiley.and Sons, !nc., 1975:
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New -York, 197.
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CONTENT OBJECTIVES

EARTH'SCIENCES

Identify and compare the six major
, areas of the geologic time table.

Analyze the relationships among
mass; weight, and. density;

Identify the'timE it taket_ for
one revolution of the earth around

:the sum;

Identify the time it takes for one
rotation of the earth on its axis.

Identify ways in which the movement
and tilt of the earth (re],ative
to the t_un) effect'the'seasons.

Identify the reiltionshipbetween-
altitude and longitude and between
lbhgitude and time zones.

Identify the three major layers
of the earth and_ analyze how layers
are formed on the earth's crust
;by sedimentation.

Identify the ways in which different
kinds of fossils.were formed (e.y.
preservedin ice, mineralized fossils,
'etc.).

Idenfity structural characteristics
by which mineralS are classifiied and
identify.prOpertieS of various common
minerals.

,

Identify properties common to rocks
and ident'.fy the major categories.of,-.
rbtkS, (Sedimentary, igneous; etc,),

Identify
kinds'tof metamorphic rocks:

and compare the comma

Identify and compare the common
kinds of igneous rocks.

Identify and-compare the common
kinds of sedimentary rocks.

Identify factors which influence air
pressure.

Identify the major gases of which
air is Composed, and the proportions
in which they occur.,

;' Identify ways in which human activities
alter the natural regulations oP
atmospheric composition, teMperaturei,
and pressure.

Decode-weather maps. and/or topOgraphic
maps.

P

Identify the diff&rent_types of CloUdS
(cumulus, statufs, etc.), and thee.
characteristics which distinguish' them.

Analyse ways in which'geographical
features_(longitude., .SiZe of land, mass,
ltnd Surface, elevation, etc.)' inflUence
climate.

Identify processes of the water cycle.

Identify effects of the major ocean
currents on the climate of adjacent
land masses.

Identify the major causes and effects
of earthquakes.

Identify ways in which earthquake
intensity is measured and/or interpret
seismorgraphic data.-

Identify major kindS oT galaxies and
their charaCteritticS.
_

Identify Major constellations from a
Star chart.

Identify categories of stars.

Identify major discoveries about the
moon and the planets resulting.from space
exploration.

4



Identify theories concerning the
origin of the solar system.

Analyze how the earth is influenced
by the gravity of the_sun and how
the earth's gravity affects other
bodies;

Identify ways. in which the moon
and the earth are influenced -by
each ;other.

Identify differences between,a
solareciipse and a lunar eclipse,
and/or -identify the relative position
Of_the sun, moon, and earth during
ecli,pses.

a



REFERENCES

II. EARTH SCIENCE

,

'The Ascent of Man. aronowski, J. Little, Brown and
Company; Boston, 1973.

Asimov's Guide to Science. Asimove4 Issac. Basic Books;
Inc., New York, 1972.

Astronomy_: The Evolving UniVerse.. Zeilik, Michael. Harper
and. Row, New York, 1'979.

\\

The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Astronomy. Mitton, Simon.
Crown Publishers, 1978.

Cosmos. Sagan, Carl. Random House, Inc., New York, N.Y.,
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Charles. Golden Press, New York, 1973.
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Physical Geology. FOster, RObert J. Charels;Merrill, 1975.
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The Thwtal Universe. 4th Ed., Drauskopf and Beiser; McGraw-
Hill, Inc., New York, 1980. .

The Rand McNally New_Concise Atlas of the Universe. Moore,_

Patrick. Rand McNally and Co., 1978.

The Restless Universe. Shipman, Harry, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1978.

The Universe. Bergamini, David. Life Nature Library; TiMe

Incorporated, 1966

W_e_ather_::__A__,Guide to Phenomena and Forecasts. Lehr, Padl.

Golden Press; 1965.

Weather Around Us. pnthes, Richard. Charle'S Merrill; 1976.



CONTENT OBJECTIVES

III. MATTER

Identify the cohteOtt_of density,
melting point;:tolubilityi and/or
boiling point.

Use' characteristic properties
to identify substances.

DlttinguiSh between chemical and
physical properties of matter.

Analyze physical_ changes, including
related energy changes;,

Analyze chemical changes, including
related energy changes

Identify characteristics of solids,
liquidS, and gases; including
appropriate kinetic models.

Analyze the energy and entropy
factors in phase changes.

Identify characteristict of phase
equilibria and/Or energy and
entropy factors. .4

Using EeChatelier'S principle,
predict the effect that a given
thange_Will have on a systemat
equilibrium.

Identify the energy and_entropy
:Factors operant in'ia state of
equilibrium.

Identify characteristics of solids,
liquids, and gases, and state the
basic conditions under which
changes of state take place.

Distinguish betWeen pure sub
Stances and mixtures.

Distinguish between elements and
compounds.

DistingUith compounds from
mixtures.

7

g(_ .

Identify distinguishing character-
istics of metals; including relative
position on the periodic chart;

Identify distinguishing character-
istics of nonmetals; including relative
position on the/periodic chart;

Anal-Yze the dissolving process,
including energy and entropy fattOrS.

Identify ways of expressing solution
concentrationi including percentages
by_weight;_mcilarity; normality and

mole fracti-oh.

Identify major characteristics of
acids bateti_and salts (including
use of indicators).

Identify thoa meaning of "pH" and how
"pH" is measured.

Idehtify;important properties of
nonelectrolytes and/or diStinguish
them from electrolytes.

Identify the relationship between
position of metals and nonmetals on
the periodic table and ionization
energy and electroneoativity.

Identify how an eleMenCS electron
configuration_is related to its position
on the periodic table.

Identify the electron configuration
of an atom (up to at. no. = l8).

Identify qualitatively how the atomic
Structure of an atom determines its
spectral pattern.

-Predict bonding types according_to _

electronegativity and the-position of
elemgnts on the periodic chart.'

Identify important properties of ions.



Identify the elements and the number
of atoms of each el-eMent represented
by the molecular fbrmula Of a
given molecule.

Identify the correct representation
of comOobhdS by forrritilae_andibr
theMital reactions by balanced.
formula equatitins.

Recognize_ the concepts of a mo e
and of molar relationships.

Apply the concept of a mole to
quantitive interpretations of
chemical equations., gram molar-
volume, and molecular weight:

/

Identify -ionic bonding and
examples of it.

Identify covalent bonding and
examples of it.

Analyze how 'the varying attraction
of atoms for. electron.pairs affects
the properties of a molecule

Given the Properties of compounds
(melting point; hardness; conduc-
tivity, etc), classify the bbnd
type between elements as ionic,
polar covalent, or'non-polar
convalent.

Apply the simple gas laws and the
general ga's_eqUatiOn to quantitative
interpretation.

InterWriet graphic representations
of energy associated with chemical
reactions.

Identify distinguishing_charat-
teristics of carbon bonding.

Distinguish between organic-and
inorganic compounds.

Classify a variety of types of
organic compounds.

8

Identify terms of drug nomenclature
and their meanings.

Identify how instrumentation (i.e., gas
chromatography, spectropjhotometry,
X=Ray diffraction, spectroscopy)
can be used as a tool in,chemicai,analysis.

4
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III; MATJER
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CONTENT OBJKTIVES

BIOLOGY OF LIFE SCIENCES

Identify the concept of meta-
bolism and examples of anabolism
aq catabolism:

-Distinguish between sexdal_and
asexual reproduction, and iden=
Lify major advantages._and
vantages associated with each
type of reproduction.

Identify some formS of asexual

reproduction.

Identify the size, form, and
life span Of given organisms.

Analayze hOW environmental forces
nay influence biological vari-
ation.

Identify distinguishing chdrac-
teriStitS of colloids and the
role of colloids in biological
systems.

Identify the chemical structure
of carbohydrates and the role of
carbohydrates in nutrition and
tletabolism.

Identify the chemical structure
of proteins and the role of pro=
teins in nutrition and metabolism.

Identify the chemical structure of
lipids and the role of lipids in
nutrition and metabolism.

Analyze the structure of_enzymes
and/or hoW they influence biologi-
cal activity.

Recognize the basicprinciples and
implications of biogenesis.

identify -the basic processes of
-abiogenesis_andior the conditions
necessary for it to occur.

10

Identify the principles of underlying
cell theory and analyze their sig--;

Mficance.

Identify the principal components of-
the modern_generalized cell model and

their functions.

DiStinguish between generalized plant
cells and general-lied animal cells.

Identify the basic types Of animal
tissue and the,generaliZed functions
for each type.

Identify the general structure of
given organs and relate this structure
to the organs' functions.

Identify the components, structure,
and properties of given systems.

Define osmosis; identify factors which

affect the direction-and rate_Of _OS=
mosis, and describe the relatibnShipS
between_hypotonic, isotonic-, and hy-

pertonic solutions:

Identify diffusion and the factOrs
that influence the rate at which it
occurs;

Distinguish between__ active and passive
transport by identifying examples of
each;

Identify_the function of respiration
and/or distinguish between aerobic and
anaerobit respiration in plants and
animals _in terms of energy yield and
end prOdutt.

Analyze photosynthesis in terms of the
conditions.necessary for it to occur
and/or its end products;

Analyze chemical reactions involved
in the combination of amino adds to
form proteins:



Identify the components_and_struc-
ture of nucleic acids and the -

relationship betweeh nucleic acids
and inheritance.

Identify the processes and signi-
ficance of mitosis.

Tdentify the processes and signi
ilcance of meiosis.

Identify the_concept of aenetic
dominance and examples of it.

Identify the concept of genetic
recessiveness and examples of it.

Identify genotype and examples of
genotypes.

Identify phenotype and examples of
phenotypes. .

Identify examples of homozygous
genotypes.

Identify examples of heterozygous
geotypes.

Identify the principlet and
cations of throMOSOMe theory.

Identify the principles and appli-
Catiens of gene theory.

Analyze the relationship between
thrOMotOmal damage and mutation.

Analyze how the principles of
inheritance apply to selective
breeding.

Identify examples of hybridization;

Identify the'major categories and
subdivisions,in the taxonomy of
organisms;

Identify' the character tics which
determine the claSSi ication of an
organism.

Identify the structure and/or
functions of the internal skeletal
system.

Identify the structure and/or
functions of the three types of
muscles.

Identify the components; structure,
and functions of the generalized,'

closed circulatory system.

Identify the_components, structure,
and functions-of the generalized
digestive system;

Identify the components; structure,
and functions of the male and fe=
male mammalian reproductive organt.

Identify the components, structure,
and functions, of the generalized
vertebrate excretory system.

Identifycomponents of the generalized
vertebrate endocrine system and the
hormones they produce;

Analyie the concept of homeostasis
and/or identify processes which
maintain homeostasis;

Identify the three types of foods,
vitamins,and.minerals necessary for
good nutrition, and/or diseases_ which
result from specific nutritional
deficiencies.

Identify the basic tropisms and
mechanisms by which they occur.

Identify some possible reasons for-
migration in a given situation.

Analyze the concept of the bio-
sphere.

Identify characteristics by which
various kinds of ecosystems are
distinguished;

Analyze the concept of a natural
community and/or how organiSMS in
a community are categorized (e.g.,
consumers; producers, decomposers).

Relate nichet to natural communities.



Analyze the effec of population
growth and/or mortality on eco-
logica.1 systems.

Identify components of the abiotic
environment.

Analyze the concepts of a food
web and a food chain and/or inter-
pret diagrams showing the food web
in an ecosystem;

12



IV.

Biology: Living Systems. Oram,
Columbus, Ohio, 1979.

BIOLOGY OF LIFE SCIENCES

REFERENCES

aymon , Charles E. Merrill Publishing

Exploring Life Science. Thurber & Kilburn; Allyn & Bacon New York; 1981:
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Invitation to Biology. 3rd Ed., Curtis/H. and Barnes, N.W. Worth PubliSherSi
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Ecology-atki_Field BioTogy. Smith Leo Harper and Row PublisherS, New York;

1980.

Biology. Norstog, Knot and Andrew J._Meyerriecks; Charle8 E. Merrill
Publishing Co., Columbus, Ohio, 1983.
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Publishing, New York; 1982.
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The Science of_Biblbgy (fifth edition). Weisz, Paul B. and Richard N. Keogh,

McGraw-Hill Book CO., New YoTk, 1982.

Inquiry Into Life (third edition). Mader, Sylvia. William C. Brown Co.,
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Gerald P. Sanders. Goodyear Publishing Co.; Inc., Santa Monica,

California, 1981.

Biology, 2nd edition; Arms, Karen and PamelaS; Camp:. Saunders College

Publishing, Ne0 York, 1982;

"4

Biological-Sciences-- ,Third edition; Keeton, William T., W. W. Norton and Co.,

New York, 1980.
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CONTENT, OBJECTIVES

V. PHYSICS

Apply the concepts of linear
velocity and acceleration.

\Identify properties of frictional
- ;forces and/or'dependenceof
gravity` upon separation distance.

Apply the concept of conservation
of momentum..

Identify the conceptt Of work;

power; kineticand potential
energy;nd/OranalYie the' re14-
tionships

Apply the concepts of the conser-
vation of mass add energy.

Solve prOb.ems involving levers;
pulleys, an 'inclined planes.

Solve problem involving thermal
expansion.

Distinguith between the concepts
Of temperature and heat.

'Analyze how waves are transmitted
indifferent mediums'-alid the rela-
tion ofspeed_of transmission to
wave length and frequency.

Identify how the speed of Tight
'depends on the medium and_that
white light is 'Composed Of colored
light of different frequencies.

Identify ways in which sound is
generated and transmitted in dif=
ferent mediuMt.

Distinguish between refraction and
reflectiOh of light.

Identify how the ibudness and
pitch of sound are determined
and/or Nentify factors which
cause variation in loudness or
pitch.

14

Identify origins of eleetroftatic
charges and eleCtrical currents.

DiStitguish between AC_and DC cir-
analyze the amplitude_

fr:qUency of AC signals,- and/or
vSO -0'simple direct current prob-

16ms.)

Identify characteristics of per-
manent magnets and electromagnets.

Identify sources of energy (e.g.,
chemical; nuclear; etc.);

Analyze the concept of Pressure
and relate liquid pressure to
liquid densitY, depth, and flow

DistingUisnbetween vectors and
;rstalars.

Peform_scalar and vector mathe-
matical operations (e.g., add and
subtract scalars and vectors,
multiply_ scalars and vectors; and
fOrm scalar and vector products
of vectors).

Identify conditions necessary for
static and/Or dynamic equilibrium.

:Determine the average speed of
an object.

Determine the velocity of moving
objects by analyzingtheir speed
and direction.

Dete min the average acceleration.
of. an .object;

Determine trajectories of Objetts
under a constant force, and /or
solve problems involving circus
lar motion., .

Calculate the.gravitational force
of attraction between two objects.



Calculate the electrical and mag-.
netic forceon charged objects.

Distinguish between impulse and

Detertitie the--amount ofWoIrk done
by differentforCes.

Calculate kinetic and potential
energy and/or solve problems_in-
VOlving conservation of energy.

Analyze how measuremehtsare depen-
dent upon a frathe. of reference.

Solve problems involving Hooke's
Law and/or simple ,harmonic motion.

Solve problems involving the rela-
tionsh4 between speed of propaga-
tion; wave length; and frequency.

Distinguish between wave diffrac-
,tion and interference.

Analyze the concepts of int:insity
and frequency of sound waVetiand/Or
identify the harfflonic overtone com-
position of sound.

Identify COulOMb'S LaW and/or the
concepts of electrical field and
potential difference.

Identify the concepts -of capaci-__
teice and resistance and/or relate
voltage and current in capacitom
and resistors.

Define the concept of electric
current; apply Ohm's Law and
identify the functions.of capaoi-.
tors and resistors.

h

Solve problems inVOlVing_DC_eleC=
tric circuits and/br apply Kirch=
hoff's Laws -to series .and parallel
resistance formulae.

Identify electroMagnetic induction
and/Or the ways in which a magne-
tic field is produced by a current:

Analyze the application of elec-'
tromagnetic induction to generators
and motors.

Analyze the concept of inductance
and/or the relationship of voltage
and current'in an inductor;

problemsproblems involving
AC circuits.

Analyze basic atomic structure,'
including the names and charac=
teristics of three major subatomic
particles, their'TelatiVe pd$i=
tionsin'an atom and the rela-
tionship of size of nucleus to
Site of atom.

Identifyonntnelectrit.,effect
and howit is explained by quantum
theory.

Identify major lypes of-radio-
active eNments and/or the posi
tion of radioactive elements on
the periodic- table.

t

Identify distinguishing chara)c-
teristics of isotopes.

Identify the major types of_radi0 7
activity and their distingdish_ing.
characteristics

Distlingui,sn the processes bf fis
sion .and fusion- and,/or identify
uses of nuclear energy:

Identi.fy uses of simple.common
measuring devices used in physics;

Intbrpret simple circuit diagrams.

Identify general 'Characteristics
and uses of semiconductors.
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